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FOREWORD

. The'Office for Research in High Technology Education at the Univers'ity
of Tennessee, Knoxvillei is conducting a program of wor6.on high technolo$'y.
and 'its implications for educatiOn. Funded by the U.S. Departments f.
Educ4tion's Ot-fice. of Vocational 'and Adult Education, the program addresses
the skill re:qu/raments and. social implications of a technology - oriented

....

society. Issue's concerning computer literacy and computer application's are a
focus- of the program. The balance between ,the liberal arts and technological
skills and the complementary roles they play in enabling

i
people to function

nd derive Satisfaction from ,tOday's high-technology era are also
addressed. 'The program's efforts are targeted at secondary schools/tworyear
poSI-Lsecondary institutions, community colleges, universities, industrials
training personnel, and other education and training groups.

o

The programprogram corisists of three maior components:

At Home In the Office Study At Home In the Office is an expetiment" that has
placed office workers and equipment in the workers' homes tO determine (1)
what type& of office .work' can effectively be done at hom7, and (2f the
advantages- and disadvantages of home work, stations. The, impliCations for
educator's, employers, and ellployees will'be:slfnificant, as,. work at hoe
offers a possibld avenue of employment for.people living '4 .r''ra1 areas,
parents of pre-school children, handicapped individuals, and oehes.

COMTASK Database COMTASK is a model of a computerized task inventory for
high-technology, occupations. The outcomes of the COMTASK system include a
sampling of task analyses, the demonstration of how these task analyses Cali
be rapidly updated, a_manual fot conducting task analyse, to provide datafor

6 the system, and a guide to usinglehesystem..

State-of-the-Art Pipers - A ser.ies of nines papers is being developed to
address high technology and economic issues that are of major'concern to
education. Nine working titles have been selected:

The Changing Businesa Environment:' Implicatiions for Vocational
o Gutricula

Computer Literacy in Vbcational Education: Perspectives/116 Directions

Computer Software for-Vocational Education: Development and Evaluation

Educating for the Future: The Effects of Some Recent'Legislation on
Secondary Voeatjonal Education,

The Electronic Cottage.

High Technology in Rural Settings

(KOTraining Adults'for. New Offi6 and BusinenTechnOlogies

Robots, JObs,- end educatit
4

Work in a World of High Technology Problems and Prospects for.
Disadvantaged Workers

,.

. 6
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Abstyaer

Publicity about industrial robots has. created a flurry of activity in
education. Over 10 Swo.4year colleges now offer associate degreps in
robotics or't4lated fields,

The'authors',bellOe'philit.,' at the' two-year college. level, roj)otics
'should be taught as ['Art Of an integrqed apprOpch to automation,. with
electronics as the core curriculum. Being able to' plan and coordinate the
Application of robots to cAher machines is a critical skill in robotics.
.This requires some ability, fn mechnicsP, hydraulics, and pneumatics, but
espcially in eleetronlcs' -= the central nervous systeM of machine
communication. Competence in electronics is thus essential to rob e

- However, it appears that having a knpwledge of roboti one will not
be 4uffrcient for success in the job market, at least in the near future.
As this pape'i poirits out, there just aren't enough ro+ots. Thus,:the
authors mainfain that students interested in robotics Shouldt.master the
'basics of electronics so that they can find jobs even if they never see .a
robot after leaving school..

About the Author

Oliver Benton, an industrialist with over\twenty"year experience in
production management, joined the Chattanooga State Techni 1 Community
College in 4981 as the firo.t director of its Center for roductivity,

# Innovation,
,

and Technology. The Center a cooperative eff rt amon the \
collegd, the Tennessee Valley'Authorit and, local' industry to Apr vide
training in such stSte-of-the-art technology as robotics, computer-aided
design, computer. -aided manufacturing, and automated information management.

0
aCharles Branch is an edutator nd administrator with a twenty-year

record of accomplishments. He designed and "initiated the ,Center for
Productivity; Innovation, an Technology in an effort to assist local'

industries to retool, modetniz and Oxpand into high-technology fieids.

About t e Editors
e

Alo

. T is paper has bean prepared as part of a series of stare-of-the-art
papers edited by Lillian A. Clinard,, an associate director of The
University of Tennessee's Energy, Environment, and Re.sourceS Center.(EEKC),
and Mary .R. English, a resear& associate aq EERe. The editors, who have
been on assignment to the Office for Research in High Technology Education,
were responsible ,for selecting the series' authors, reviewing and

coordinating external reviews of the papers, and pr(ParIng the papers for
release., , , ,; 9
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'newspaper copy.

Robots are being discussed from evert possible -- from

k 1

P

INTRODUCTION

The Robots Are Coming . . : Aren't 'They?

.
,

Invite a newspaper reporter to do a story on aRjautomated machinery

:'"Js-, ,

'cell and you will get a brief 'telephona interview. Invite .the. same
S,

reporter 'to do a story on the e robots making parts without people and you

fill get front-page color .photographs, a' mixed editorial, and, three days

later, several letters to the editor denOuncil;ig you.for putting Americans

'out of work! Such is the' .emotional' impact of robots: They make good

sophisticated indusqial applications to fanciful humanoids performing odr
g

1 4

routine -household tasks. . All of this palicity has served a useful

purpose. It has awakened the American public to needed and possible

changes in manufacturing companies. Robots are interesting, even to

.nonmanufacturing people,' hereas manufacturing machinery is not.
I

The publicity has caused .bri ght young people to take a fresh look at
IJ

careers in manufactuting.-. Manufacturing is now part of most curricula for
54.

master's degrees in business administration. Television programs about

Japan 's 'unmanned facto"ries have challenged U.S. corporate. executives and.

federal gov timent policymakers to improve our productivity. Union leaders

openly uppOrt the use of robots a's a necessity.

So fat, so goo'. But there is a danger that this publicity could lead.

IP

to overreactdon in education and in government policy. Even in the hard -

nosed

.

world of manufacturing, it is entirely 4110881131m td jump on the isobot
, .

11.
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bandwagon because robots are sOimOdern. In fact,,however, as a result of

poor dustplanning by management there are already robots gathering in

several plantt around the country.'

For those American companies which produce or sell robots, 1983. was a

disappointing year, According to the New York Times (March 4, 1984),

industry.sales are far below expectations, and only one American company,

Prab Inc., made money in robotics in 1983. ' Some companies, such as

Copperweld, have abandoned the robot buoimess' altogether. Others, uch as

Unimate the pounding company in robotics -- have not Made money anif are

being acquired by larger companies. Robot sales personnel report slow

sales and meager commis ns. Since 1963, when robots were introduced in

the United States, the U.S. robot population has risen to only t.,..500 (New

York Times, March 4, 1984).

1

,

Are we saying that the robots are not coding? Are they just some kind

Of industrial hula hoop? If so, why.hAve General Electric, Westinghouse,

and IBM' set up robot systems divi5Yons to sell robots? Surely they see

somethPng substantial, in the- future. The answer isinot simple. Robots are

indeed coming, but they are coming slowly. They are only in the crawling

stage, with dim eyesight, limited touch, and virtually no hearing, and they

are not coming independently. To function effectively,, ehey'mmst,,,be a

'member of an automated system of machines.

PaperObjectives and Scope of .this Paper
)

.

'

. This gaper is directed 'primarily toward, those in education,,
/

at

government,.and inddstry who are responsible for managing vocational and

2

)

4
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techical- training. '.The paper's ptirposd is to assist those managers 'in'

.
their 'decisions about What. programs, if ,any, should be initiated to

44'

accommodate the growingiuse,of robots.

. Although this is'ffot intended as a technical paper, we will disciiss

some detail the nature of robots, where they are now, how they are used,

and what is 'likely to come up next.* It is important" for managers

concerned with j b training to understand the cambilities and limitations

of today's robots. It is also important for them to recognize that today's,
ti

robots are in an embryonic" stage of develo nt the robots of 1990 will
,I.

took like today's robots, but their capabilities will' be far, far greater

: because-Of improved sensory devices'and controls.:

Thus, educators and others concerned with jots and training must

understand
C
tile pace at which robots are coming, and they must underhand

t what industrial jobs these robots will do. But'most important of all:

1
they must understand the people and training )heeded ,(and not needed) to

take full advantage of the robots.

Most
4

educators and government manpower specialists base their

reactions to robots on available foreysts of robot usage and worker

displacement, but these can vary widely. (E.g.,depending on the source,
41

forecasts of ,t-he nuMber of American workers to be displaced by robots in

the next ten years vary. from 50,000 to 1,500,000.) Accordingly, in this

*We have used Industrial Robots A Delphi Forecast of Markets. and
Technology by Donald N. Smith _fnd Richard C.' Wilson (Ann Arbor, MI:
SocieeY of Manufacturing Engineers/University- of Michigan, 1982) as a major
source of, statistics for this papei because their survey was based on

detailed informaEion obtained from .cOmtlanies that were already familiar
with robots and had tbkem in actual use. Howeve'r, this Delphi forecast
deals primarily with the physicar aspects of robots, whereas our paper
concentrates' on their implications for employment and training.

4
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paper we will present a. variety of forecasts by indOstry.and application.

We will then attempt to make realistic assessments of conflicting forecasts

assessment Which hoPe will be useful to those who must plan for;

effective training..

In the last major section, we will recommend .several.possible courses

of action for educators and manpower specialists in government and

=industry. These recommendations reflect our combined experience 0020

years in technical educhtion, including 3 years in robotics; over 20 years

in metal-working manufacturing management; and several years as volunteer

chair. of the. local Private Industry,Counc11.- Since our technical ,education_

experience has been at the vocational: and two-year-conege 1iel, the

recommendations will be-limited to those areas. Furthermore, the scope of

these recommendations will be limited to robotics in the foreseeable

future, from 1984 to 1990. finally, no attempt will be made t(.1',address_

the Jong-term. *cline in manufacturing jobs a decline caused by many

factors, of which roboti's is only one.

0

4,

')
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'WHAT, LS A, ROBOT?

Robot Characteristic#
.

I

The Society of Manufactu ring Engineers has identified two common, but

quite different, definitions 6Frobots:

n Japan, a robot is usually defined as "A computer-.controlled
device for moving material-O.t.performing.work.".

tr-,

.---
A

In the United 8tates, a robot is usually defined as "a
rmputer-controlled, reprogrammable, multi- function
nipulator capably of varied programmed motions."

The word "reprogrammable" is the key difference. Japan's robot

statistics includef/ many production devices that would not be labeled

robots" in the United States. Using .the Japanese definition, Japan ha'S
I I

froM 10 to. 15 times as many robots as the United States. Using. the U.S.

.

40
ekinition, Japan's usage is more like 3 times as great as that in the

United States.

But neither of these broad definitions fully describes a robot, since
2

many robots are designed.with specific applicatiOns, in mind. (For example,

jointed-arm robots which'account for over 50 percent of all robots sold

in the Uhited States were originally designed for. arc weldirig, although

most are not used now fgr that purpose.) To understand a robot-, we thus

must look at its type of drive, method'of "teaching; lifting capacity,

number of axes or "joints," type of motion or pathf.sensory capabilities,

and primary intended use.
cleft.

1

. Type of. drive. For training purposes, this is one" of the most

important aspects of a complete robot 'definition. A person who selects,

installs, .and maintains robot systems must- be trained in the type of drive
s
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,00

demanded by the particular apAlication. There are three populSr types of

drives:

OfAI

a

Pneumatic. CoMpresised-air drives are used on comparatively
simple low -cost robots. The robot's electronic controller
activates solenoids and air logic dev4ces.which control the
air. Feedback is accomplished by signals from limit switches
and air logic devices. These are popularly called "pick and
place" robots.

e..
Electric. This is becoming the most popular type of drive,
since it is flexible and easily ,controllgd. At one time,,
9aectric robots' were consijdoTted primarily for light-weight
jobs, lifting up to abouv-100 pounds; but recently, electric
robots hal610 been designed for load; of up to 1,000 pounds.

11

,Most indusCrial robots use servo motors, which are capable of
an infinite number of controlled positions. Alterhste-current
(AC) servos are replacing direct-current (DC) servos, because
AC servos are smaller and require less maintenance.
Eddcational robots frequently use lower cost "stepper Motors"
which have a fixed number.of controllable pOsitions.

Hydraulic. Hydraulic drives, which involve oil pumped at high
pressure through positioning devices', were used for the early
Vnimate robots. Until rqtently, hydraulic driyes were
preferred for robots carrying loads of 100 pounds or more.
,ThVP,re still used for very large' 'loads and for
pai ----spraying operations where electric sparks are
undesirable. However, the hydraulic drive is on the decline
becauSe, it is expensIve, requires' high maintenance, and
inevitably creates messy oil'leaks on the factory floor.

Regardless of the robot's- type of drive, most robot grippers are

pneumatically activated.' Thus, sothe pneumatics training is necessary in

any course 6f robotics study.

Method of teaching. Notice that we use "teaching" rather than

I

prOgramming." ("Programming" is something else; we will getto it beloW.)

Basically,-obot motions are taught by positioning the robot and then

pushing the "teach" button.- This causes the robot to remember that

position., The robot can be moved to the des.ired position in several ways.

6

14
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The most popular involves a. "teach pendant' -- .a.hand-held box connected by

w
cable. to the robbt control with buttons for various

I
motions plus a

"teach button" to record each positon.

A

Less popular, bVt nearly always used In paint-spraying applications,

is the-lead-through method. Here, the end of the robot is simply grasped,

and moved through the desired motion path. The robot must be designed for

this type of teaching.

Neir1her of the above methods requires any computer training

whatsoever of the robot operator. According to the Nissan Motors training,

department in in Smyrna, Tennessee, the typical industrial worker can, with

about one week's training, learn to teach a robot.

Table 1 shows present' and predicted methods of teaiching robots.

Table 1. Presentand Predicted Percentage pf Robots Sold, by "Teaching"
Method

1981 1985 1,990

Leading from point
to point 274- 23 22

Pendant-control
teach mode 58 47

Off -line programming

language 6

Hybrid of the above4. 12 12

33

28
4

17

aAny combination..

Source: From Industrial Robots: A Delphi 'Forecast of Markets and

Technology(p.36)byD.N.Smith and R. C. Wilson, 1982, Ann Arbor, MI:
Society of Manufacturing Erigineers/University of Michigan.

"Off-line programming" in 4the above table refers to 'computer,

Ny
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programming at a station not connected to the robot, with the program to be

fed*.later to the robot. Certain new robots, particularly the IBM dissembly,,

.

robots, allow off-line programming using a personal computer. (The IBM

robot can also be taught with a teach .;pendant.) This program then

"teaches" the robot its :motions. ThaNkype of off -line -programming would

definitely require computer training for the operator.,.

In the authors' opinions, howev#, off-line programming will not

achieve anything close to the.18 percent predicted for 1985 in Table 1,

since this type of teaching requires that a robot go with great precioion

40
to the desired position on its 'Own, the first time. Most of the robots

available in 1984 will not do thisopccurately enough. Theymust. first ber

directed to the desired position using a teach pendant or the lead-through

40
Method. They will then repeat that point very closely.

Off-line programming has one obvious adv6tage over the other teaching

methods (including the hybrids): a new Seriet of motions can be developed

without taking the ro out of production. Also, in the case of the IBM

assembly robot and perhaps other robots, teaching by off-line programming

allows a more ecise location of each point iu the _Odes of moves. For

40
this reason, 'off-line programming may become the dominant metho for

precision electronic assembly using robots. Since IBM is a leader in

1.,

computers as well as robotic assembly in its-own plants, it 18 reasonable
3 4A

40
to assume that IBM would be a leader in marketing this type of robot.

Height -ltftn capacity: One of the most important performance

qtate characteristics robot may be defined is weight-lifting

40
capacity. There are smal pneumatic and electric robots designed to lift

411

It
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only a few ounces. Seiko 'make64.and uses such robots to assemblYatches.

At the other' extreme, Cincinnati-Milacron's T-3 hydraulic robots are rated
.

at several hundred pounds of lftinkx capacity. Robot lifting capacities
I

are normally calculated with the robot arm fully extended. An hydraulic

robot. rated at a,;300 -pound capacity is reported to have lifted -- with its

arm clOsZ to its body' a lathe weighing 8,000 pounds when the lathe
4

clutch refused to releasp the workpiecetP,

Roughly 50 percent of the robots in use handle parts weighing less

than 25 pounds.. Only 6 percent handle parts weighing 100 pounds or more.

This situatioh is not expected to change greatly, over the next:few.,years

(Smith & p. 16). Table 2 shows the breakdowp*by industry of the

average weights robots are expected to handle, now and over the next few

years.

Table 2. Present and Predicted Average'Weight of Parts Robots Handle,
by Industry (in lbs.)

All In7stry

Automotive

Casting/foundry

Heavy manafactu

Light manufacturing

Electrical/electronic

Aero4ace'

I

11.9A

1985

20 20

25

40

60

3

, 20,

50

70

10

3

15"

1990

25

20'

50

100

10

2

15

Source:' From Industrial Robots: A Delphi Forecast of Markets and.

Technology (p. 16) by D. N. Smith and R. C. Wilson, 1982, Ann Arbor, MJ:
Society of Manufacturing Eng-fneers/UnivAktrity of Michigan.
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Robot prices ih 1984 vary from about $10,000 to $125,000, but these

prices are not directly,related to the robottli weight-lifting capacity. A

small, sophisticated 5 -antis jointed-arm robot with a 6 -pound lifting

capacity may cost $38,000. Its big brother capable of-lifting 22 pounds

may cost $48,000 --. a weight increase of 266 percent with a price -Increase

of only 21 percent. Both robots are likely to, dse the same control

computer and software, and that is one of the reasons that their costs are
1lb Nr.

not proportional to their weight-lifting capacities. A sophisticated

control costs the same,'whether it is connected to a 5-pound-capacity robot

Jor

a 50-pound-capacity robot.

Shape. Rbbots come in all sorts of shapes, or configurations. The

most common is probably the jointed-arm .robot, which typically has 5 axes

or joints, including base rotation. These robots are generall the 015st

flexible laves. They are sometimes known as general - purpose robots and

can perform just about any task written within their weight lifting and

reach' capacities. The General Electric Model. P-50' is a good example of a

22-pound-capacity version of this type of robot.

Another poPular shape is the cylindrical coordinate robot. This 4

0

rotates around a vettical post and generally has a horizontal arm with a

wrist at the end. The arm can move up and down on the post but does not

have a shoulder or elbow joint,. This type of robot provides.: an economical

1.

meth

t
. for loading machines or transferring material4w The General

Moeors/P
.

a4uc'(GMF) M1A is a good example f a.100Tound-capacity robot of

this type.,
S

A *mall combination jointed-arm and.cylindrical shape is becoming
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popular. for small-Parts assembly.' This type of robot mounts on a table and
.

swings a hor4ontaI arm with an elbow. - Although salty it has very

sophisticated controls. The General Electric A-4 and IBM 75354robots are

. 1

typical of this shape. They generally have 4 axes.-
,

:Type,,of notion or path. This characteristic. is difficult to describe

. . .

in detail'without a series of drawings which would go beyond the scope
ir
of

. . .
.

. .

Otis poet:. It will' suffice to say that some r bots are capable. of.moch
- 4.

more sophisticated path control than nthers, %because of ditAerences in.
(

their control software. You can't tell.-this just bT 1dOking at the, robot,
.-

b1

btlt it
_
can-be an important distinction. In arc welding, for example, it is

4

critical that the robot fallow a known ,path betWeen points A and B.

However, when a, robot is transferring material from one conveyor to
4

another, the exact path taken may be unimportaRt, just so long as the robot

picks the part up Properly at A and sets it down properly at B.

.,Special-purpose robots. Robots are now -being designed for specific

applitations. Perhaps the most novel robots are those in use in Australia
4 t

bb.
b

which are. developed for shearing wool off live sheep. The robot is

programmed to cut the wool within a certain distance of the sheep's hide,

and we're told that the sheep Ys given a mild electric shock to persuade it

to Jie still. The robot has a series Of sensors or feelers which allow it

to follow the contours of each particular .sheep. The sensors alSo detect

the movement caused by the sheep" breathing and adjust the robot's motions

atcordidgly. The result is a closer cut without injuring the animal.

For 30' .years quasi-robots have' been' used to handle radioactive,

material at, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in Oak' Ridge,

11
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T,ennessee.. These are not true robots .because they are conerbiled by humans

manipulating remote mechanical linkages; but now robots'ar being developed,
,s

kahigh can operate on theft own (In the ORNL

At recent robotics demonstration in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, the'

ODEX II, ,made by Odetics, Inc. of. Anaheim; Cal1fornia, was the "hit of the'

show. This 370pound daddy longlegs can walk, climb into the bed of-a

pickup tuck, ana liftio nearly, ix times its own weight. It is still

experimental but shows promise for many applications. For exampls, like

the ORNL robots, it could be used to operate tndependently in a hostile

environment,

Robot rippers, n. hands. Robots are made without hands., The hand,

usually'referred to as a gripper, must,be deSigned for the job the robot is

going to do. Different hands allow the robot to do different jobs, but, not

all different jobs require different hands..
. .

At

lab, we pbsery a robot using the same gripper for two related but quite

The robot first picked up a pneumatic

For example, on a recent visit to a robot manufacturer's application
4

different types of customeipobs.

appMator for silicon sealant and seeed the joint between the flbor and

firewall of an auto body assembly. The same robot, with the same gripper,

then picked up a pneumatic 'applicator for cake icing and decorated the

mouths, ears, and eyes'of chocolate. Easter'bunnies passing on a conveyor.

grippers are usually pneumatically operated because air is, cheap, ,

lightweight, and easy to control., Hydrauli4tgrippers are occasionally
A

used, especially when a heavy gripping force'is needed,vnd small electric

grippers are also available.

12 e GI



The weight of the gripper must. be countd a a n e lifting capacity

of the robot. In other words, a robot capable of'1.1.0ing 22 pounds or/
4

only handle 15 pounds if its.gripper wei.gh, 7 pounds. 4

A .

*
t

robot0 Gripper design and procurement is a problem facing, the robot user,
4.

410 ,for, strangely-enough, most robot manufacturers do not make grippers. Isolde ,

4.,.
. /

. i.

sources are/ available, hoWever. General Motors /Fanuc and / G,C.A.4.#'4 .
.--

Corporation :each sell a .line of lvcit grippers; and other robb,\.
..

.11e,

manufacturers will afor fee, desigfi4li the gripper for a customer

4

a.

application anc-Alave it made in a local machine shop. In addition, several
A. .C

small combanies specialize in making lineb of stock grippers., usually bmall .

4 ,

pneumatic -Lviees with very stubby "fingers," The fingers are tapped so
,

that "finger.extension's
i made by the cus tomer to fit the work to bp handled

.can. be easidy attached.

As more robots are sold, the larger manufacturers such as GMF,

Cincinnati-Milacron and General Electric are offering turnkey 4obot

systdMs designed to the cystomer's job. .
This typi; of,-system includes the

robeii, all auxiliary equipment, and the gripper. In complex applications,.
1

it, may include several robots,; conveyors, and controls, . togethtr with

complete instayation.

# -
Robot Systems;' CAD /CAM;. and Flexible -Waliufacturing

ff
hese. terms are often used in an overlapping way and need-to be more

precisely defined for the purposes of this paper.

Robot systems. Almost any manufactpring application of a robdt is a

system, because the robot requires devices to feed the parts in, orient

13
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A

them, 'and. feed them out.

J

A

However, "robot system' usually refers to 'a

. .

production 'line with many robots, and support devices, whereas small systems

with one or two robots are called ells. In the typical robot system, the
.04.- .

..

"cost of the robot amounts to about 40'percent of the system's total Ost. 4

Thus; in an arc-welding ,

.
cell, the robbt may cost. 4p,000 with the total

4 , ,N

- [
CAD' /CAM. These two acranyos) are used together so often that many

,
. .

4 peOple are surpris'ed lo find that the terms,are generally Unrelated. In
4.4

..

r 1. . ,

actual Practice, CAD refers to Computer -aided esign; a delVt4 used in
. .

cell costing $125,000.

4

.designengineering departments; CAM refers to computer-aided manufacturing,

*4which can mean almost 'anything% When used together, CAD/CAN means the

electronic connection between design devices and prod=tion machines, both

controlled bycomputers. -r I

I, By cutting engineering 'pd. manufacturing lead times and by improving

acccuracy and quaility,AD/CAM systems could have enormous implicatiArs fax

US

because of their cost and. complexity they are not being

extensively. Very little CAD/CAM is going on in American industry

.4;

now, nor is much expected in the near future, .Table 3 illustrates th
0

.

point, and Table 4 lists ie of the obstacles perceived by Amdiricar/

manufsotu;ers to adoptl,ng CAD /CAM systems.

Flexible manufacturing systems. These should usually be called

flexible machining .lines because the'y most frequently consist of several

.d .

generall-purpose,metal-cutting machinWwith'a few robots feeding them from

conveyors. One robot and one machine tool might be a ,,simple flexible.

#

machiniAg cell. A more complex system might involve' the madbine. tools,

J.
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Table 3. Predicted Percentages of CAD/GAM-I to faced Robots
. by application

let 1985

old,s

1990

Assembly
Inspection
Welding '

Painting
Grinding
Routing,

Machine loading
Parts Transfer

, 5

0
5.
5'
5

10

5

5 sr

15

2t)

I()

10

.10

'15

10

Source: From Industrial Robots: A Deiphi P'orecast of Markets; and

Technology (p. 64) by D. N.-Smith and R. C. Wilson, 1982, Ann Arbor, MI:
Society of Manuffcturing Engineers /University of Michigan,

Table .4'. Largest Obstacle to Imblemeptation of C4D/CAM-interfaced
Robots

p

Obstacle to, % Responsesa

Economic justification (cost, profitability,
productivity)
Technical personnel requirements
Software/programming
Data base development' and
InteNcing with existing
Employ e acceptance

maintenance
equfpmeht

17

13'

12

8

7

5

Manf'gement commitment
1

,
5

Lack of expertise with robot's 4

. Lack of industry standards 4

Maintenance requirements 3

Better sensors and feedback required 6 7- 3

ShOrtage of computer power I

Other mechanical. problems ./-
,

13

,Other-management problems 6

100

aPercentage of in Delphi Forecast Survey.

Source: From Industrial Robots: A Delphi Forecast of, Markets and

Technology (p. 65) by D. N. Smith and R. C. Wilson, 1982, Ann Arbor, MI:
Society of Manufatturing Engineers/University bf Mihigan.
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0

7
robots, a conveyot or parts' mover of some sort, and a host,computer to '

r
coordihate_ everything. Acct cording to Smith and Wi1,son's Delphi ,forecast

(p. 46), in 1985, of all th# robots sold, 80 percent will be sold as

individual units, with 20 percent ias components Of flexible' manufacturing

. -

sy§terns; by1990, thiS proportion is ex'ected to 'become 60 percent and.40

percent, respectively.-

9

4

1

I

Iv

4'

16

4
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PRACTAALITIES OF ROBOT APPLICATIONS.

1-4

Paybackeriocis

Much has been wiltten, about robots improving production quality or

, . r .

relieving humans from bo/ing or hazardous work. But in 19'84, robot.

salesmeh report t4t cost reduction is,, the only incentive to which
.

. 1k

,1 yospective robot buyers are responding. A' former employee of John Deere.
..-

1

Company says that Deete,is primary objective in its i initial robot

application was to eliminate hot, dirty, dangerous, and otherwise

unpleksanf jobs, and to his knowledge the company did not intend to lay

anyon e off because of the robot installation. Upon further discussion,

howeyer, it b ame apparent that the productivity of people on these jobs

had been very ow; with robots, it would be very high. So we're back to

economics.

The authors have firsthand knowledge of a typical robot application

near Chattanooga State Technical Community College. One robot will replace,

two operators per shife2oading two presses. The robot costs about $45,000

and the associated accessories and feed devices cost about $35,000, folla.

total of $80,000. Assuming the robot will replace four people, th1 _, 4.

payback period' is roughly one and one-quarter years. This company is

growing, and no employees willlose their jobs. The robot will,help the

company meet Japanese competition.

Companies installing robots.look for a payback period of two years or
(It

less. Thistis an unusually short payback expectation for a large capital

investment, but it is the one normally associated with tools, dies, and

17
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hard lautomption, all of which may bec6me obsolete within two years.

According to Smith'and Wilson (p. 38), in 1981, the automotive, tasting and

foundry, heavy manufacturing, light ''manufacturing, electrical and

electonic, and aerospace 'industries all sought average payback periods of.
.

,from two tip three years, and these averages were not expekted t,t, change

substantially in the near future.
.

.

The large8tjtem in calcillating arobot.',_s_payback period is direct
4

.

lalSor savings (see, Table .5)... This..i.S. usually .followed by quality
. 4. '

..

improvement as measured by'reject reduction. Arc-weIdi,ndeApplicatiohsi
.. .

.
.

.particular yield .unusuallv apparent increases in quality: ii:robot can do a
...

far more consistent job. For this reason, arc welding has been the single'
,

largest robotics application.

...'

Table 5. Present and Predicted Percentage of Direct Labor Productivity
Gains from Robot Applications

Application 1980 r . 1985 1990

Inspection 20 30 '40.

Assemttly 20 25 35

. v

Manufacturing Processes 20 20 30

Continuous Path Purpos-es 25 30 35
..,

Pick-and-Place Purposes .25 _25 40

Source: From Industrial Robots: A Delphi Forecast of Markets and
Technology (p. 41) by pi, N. Smith and R. C. Wilson, 182, Ann Arbor, MI:
Society of Manufacturing Engineers/University of Michigan.

'
4

'
k

Regardless, of the application, robots are more likely to be used where

employee .--q-age - are high or rising rapidly. As robots' become more..

versatile, their'costs per hour of operation will go down, whereas wages

4
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will prohably continue to increase.'

It is verjr difficult to generalize abodt the hourly. coot of a robot,

but the current estimate is around .$8,, This is roughly based on a $100,000

robot cell working 3,1,00 hours a year for three and onehalf years. As,

production wages in applications appropriate to robots exceed $8 per hour,

robotsigk be considered. 4

Constraints on Robotlsage

Technical barriers. . .,. Would you hire this person?

".Position wanted:

Severely handicapped 4prker. available. One arm, two

lingers. Legally 'blind, totally deaf, can communicate
by signals only. Unable to walk. Limited sense, of
feeling in fingers. Slow but steady worker. Will work
any and all shifts. No objections to hot or dirty.
.work. Will follow instructions to the letter.. .Does
not drink, smoke, or (thew. Will be on the job ,98

percent of the time. No coffee or restoom breaks.

There you have e'personifiCation of today's typical robot., In spite

of the tremendous technical advances in, robotics over the past ten years,,

robots are difficult to apply to most. factory operations.. The authors have

.
evaluated many. potential robot applications in plants of all types. In

most plants, the; central difficulty lies in.presenting manufacturing arts

refto' the robot in a precise, organized- fashion. Most robots ca t reach

into a box of ,loose, random parts and pick one out. Parts must be
41

presented with a feeder delhce so that the part is in the,proper location

Aeach time. In many cases, when the cost of the feeder device is added to

the robot's cost, it becomes cheaper or easier to continue with a human

operation.

19
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Thus, perhaps the single greatest technical barrier to robot usage is

the_robot's blindness. Artificial vision systems for robots hold great

promise but are in limited use. General Motors recently bought

m

part - interest in two firms which manufacture vision systems; General

Electric markets a form of its ,Optimation vi ion system for bin-picking

operations; and Machine Intelligence Corporation has a joint' marketing

effort with Uqmate, coupling Machine Intelligence's vision system with the

Unimate Prima robot. All of these systems use a solid-state television

camera with the image processed through a computer to the robot. However,

the vision systems themselves are in an early stage of development, and

most robots cannot yet make use of the computAized television image.

Other technical improvements are also needed, particularly in robot

A-P

accuracy, weight-lifting capacity, speed, off-line programming capability,

and tacoliA0 sensing.

Righ'interest.rates. High interest' rates impede, capital investment.

It is much more "difficult- to justify. the cost of a robot when interest

rates are 12 1/2 percent than when they are 5'1/2 percent. (At the time

this paper was written, in August, 1984, .the prime,lending rate in the

41
United States was 12 1/2 percent; in Japan, 5 1/2 percent.) With_a typical

robot costing from $45,000 to $80,000 and a robot system costing perhaps

$3 million, the cost of money is significant.

40
Slor growth and erratic' business cycles. Even if a robot will pay for,

itself in three.,years -- a 33 percent return' on investment -- three years

is a long time in the presfnt U.S. businees cycle. The types 9f companies

using robots, mostly metal-working, rarely enjoy three consecutive years of

20
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good, steady business. Many manag s simply are afraid to make lonf-term

e

investments. This is why they look for a 'payback period of no more than

two years. They see, or think thtty can see, two years ahead. But not much

more.

Lack of trained people. Manufacturing doesn't have an abundance of

experienced and techilically trained managers -- since the early 1950s0.it

has failed to attract enough of the brightest, !'most aggressive young.

people. By and large (although not in the very largest_firMs such as

General Electric, IBM, and theaerospace companies), today's factory-floor'

managers grew up in the shop. They thus have f wealth of shop experience,

but they are not technically trained .and 1.1ave a strong bias toward 'the'

status quo. The problem of technical training; for managers is being

vigorously addressed by the Societf Manufacturing. Engineers and its

subsidiary, Robotics International.

Poor Arplementation. If a company's first robot application is not

successful, the comp:any is unlikely to install more robots until there is a

changein managers. 'Why should a robot application fail?

Poor choice of application. Perhaps the operation to which it
was applied is just too complex for today's robots. This
reflects Nor management judgment.

p Inability to provide robot with consistently high-quality
parts. Humans adapt; robots don't. 4

Operation obsolescence., Operation suddenly becomes obsolete
due to e'canceled order or a change in marketing.

poor worker training or poor communication with workers/.

People make robots work. Some of those people ire the
operators performing work which is fed to or taken away from
the robot. If workers want to make a robot fail, they can.
Workers should be on the team that performs the feasibility"

study before the roVot application is adopted, because

teamwork -- and worker acceptance A-- will be importan to, the

robot's success. .

21
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ROBOTS OF TOMORROW
V

Accurate predictions are difficult to make, 'especially
when they concern the future.

There is wisdom in this bit of nonsense. Predicting the future of

1

robotics in a way that can be useful is probably impossible. In the

midi-1950s, one of the authors wasp involved JLn predicting' computer usage.

All sorts of studies were done and projections made. But the invention` of

.

the transistor, completely unforeseen by a layperson,, made all these

predictions obsolete. The same sort of thing may occur in robotics.

Nevertheless, this section will attempt to assess what may happen to
1 V

robotics oger/the next few years -- what changes can be expected in the

robots theoSelires, in their degree of use, in the companies produding and

selling 'robots, ancjin their 'Impacts on employment.

F4rformance Charactedristics

The:laws of physics regarding leverage and weight are not likely to

change, so most bthe robots of 1990 will irk similar to toddy's robots.

But, as suggested below, the robots' capabilities -- particularly their

sensory perception and c.Ontro'l --'may vastly increase over the next six

years.

Vision. Tomorrow's- robot vision systems will be three imensional.

When coupled with an improved robot control, the vision system ould direct

4
the robot hand to new spatislAlopints defined by three cootdi ateA. This,

in the .authors' opinions, will lead to the larges single robotics

J
-

4P
If

v

improvement. Robots could then see and grasp parts even if they were not

..
. 22
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presented in an orderly fashion, enabling robots to be used in hundreds of

thousands of now infeasible applications.

When will this happen? It depends on unpredictable technical

AA -

breakthroughs, but it probably will happen. Many large companies and

universities are working on it. Among the companies, General Electria is a

leader. Among the universities, Stanford and Carne Mell

, Language. As robots develop better sensory perception, their language

capability will'also improve. It may soon be possible togive a, aingleib.

instruction which tells the robot to,"move from point A to point- B but

circle above and fund any object between those two points."
F

IBM and Unimation already have off-line programming languages. As

other robots become more spphisticated, they will be offered with languages

for off'-line programming.

Touch. How can a robot .determine when an object is about to slip from

its grasp? This-sensitivity is -needed to hold a.delicate object tight.

enough but not too tight. Human findfs can detect and prevent a slippage

before it occurs. Robots may be able to soon. ImprovA tactile sensing
I

will be necessary if robots are to perform the subtle work rewired on

delicate or soft objects. For example,e robot finger should be able to

41.4.

detect the shape of an object by touching it, just as a human finger can.

A human finger readily distinguishes a knife's cutting edge from its back

t
edge. A r .b t finger does not.

Prox sensing. The ability to 'sense an impendite collision is

important. Robots could have this ability now if their vision systems were

improved and if obstructions were lighted properly But something better

23
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is on way. Proximity sensors, already available, will be improved and

fitted onto every robot. When an object is in the robot's path, the sensor

will stop the robot or direct it to a preprogrammed alternate route.

Self-locomotion.. This can be the ultimate application of all the
.

other improvements. With adequate sensors and a sophisticated control,

there is no reason a robot could not roam.tbe factory floor; performing all

sorts .of useful tasks. When the shift ended, the robot would retire for

the evening to the battery charging room, hooking itself up to the charger

and setting the charging time depending on.the condition of its battery.

s

Robot Usage
c

The U.S. robot population rose from 6,306 In December, 1982 to about

9,500Nn early 1984. (New_ York Times, March 4, 1984). However, the U.S.

Department of Commerce predicted that, sales of robots (domestic or

P

foreign-made) in the United States would reach $270 million in 1983, while

the actual total reached only $137 million -- roughly 50 percentof,the

forecast. And this was in a year when business conditions were good and

A 41mA

Interest rates relatively low compared. with 198r or 1984. Thus; all

predictions regarding robots must be t-eated warily.

Forecasts of total robot usage in the United States by'l§90 vary from

a low of 30,000 to a high of 300,000, In dollar volume, fhe figure most

frequently quoted is $2 billiont The forecast of robot usage which we have

chosen as being mdst probable. is shown in Table Most of the robots

forecasted will be usedAn metal-working companies. In fact, most of the

fotecasts which we thaV6 :reviewed (e.g., the Delphi forecast/the. Upjohnforecast/ the.

3-2



Institute std 4y cited further beloO, an4 yirtually all vendors' forecasts)

show the automobile industry using 20-25 percent ail the total U.S. robot

population. However, as illustrated in Table 7, the rise ,of 'robots by

%industries in thp "other" category is expected to grow rapidly.

Robot Producexa

Most of the robots offered for sale in the United Stttes are made in

Japqn. The list below is not intended to be all-inclusive' but 'merely
at

illustrates the way) the market is supplied. New manufacturers are

continually entering the market, lerd others are changing affiliations.

Brand Name _ Manufacturer and Country of Origin

Asea Asea Sweden

Bendix Yaskawa -- Japan

Cincinnati-Milacron 'Cincinnati-Milacron-- U.S.

general Motors/Fanuc Fanuc Japan

Hobart u. Yaskawa Japan

IBM Sanko -- Japan

Prob -- U.S.

Unimation. Westinghouse U.S.

De Vilbiss Thermwood

At( the 1984 annual' raeL show (Robots VIII, held in Detroit),

Cincinnati-Milacron advertised itself as number one in ,U.S. robot sales.

However, many observers believe theipMF is the leading U.S.' selrdr.

Unimation, now a division of Westinghouse, lost its lead when the market

shifted from hydraulic to electric robots'. The Wall Street Journal of

25
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Table 6. Forecast of U. . Robot Population, by Application, 1990

Application

1 *

Autos All Other Manufacturing Total

Range of Rane of Ranife of

Estimate ' Estimate Estimate

Low' Hish4 Low High Low Hish

Welding 3,200 4,100 5,500 10,000 8,700 14,000

(21.3%) (16.4%) (15.7%) (13.3%) (17.4%) (14.1%)

Asselly 4,2Q0 .)8,800 5,000 15,000 9,200 23,800

(28.0%)' (35.2%) (14.3%) (20.0%) (18.4%) (23.8%)

Painting 1,800 2,500 3,200 5,5Q0 , 5,000 8,000

(12.0%) (10.0%) (9.1%) (7.3%) (100%) (8.0%)

Machine loading 5,000 8,000 17,500 34,000 22,000 42,000

(33.3%) (32.0%) (50.0%) (46.0%) (45.0%) (42.0%)

Other ) 800 1,600 3,800 10,500 4,600 12,000

(5.3%) (6.4%) (10.9%) (14.0%) (9.2%) '(12.1%)

Total 15,000 25,000 354000 75,000 50;000 100,000

40
Sgurce: From Human Resource Implications of Robotics (p. 50) 'by H. A.

Hunt and T. L. Hunt, 1983,-Kalamazoq, MI: The W. E. Upjohn Institute

for Employment Research.

40
Table 7. Present and Predicted Percent of Total'Itobot Shipments,

by Industry

9

Industry

Automotive
Castingdfoundr
Heavy Anufact ring
Light manufacturing
Electrical/electronic
Aerospace
Other

'41 Industry

I
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

17.8 20.0 '22.2 23.3 23.3 23.3

21.3 19.4 20.0 20.0 14.q 13.3.

9.9 9.7 8.9 8.3 t.1 ' 7.5

36.6 33.3 33.3. 33.3 27.9 31.7

11.1 11.1 9.8 11.7 , '9.3 10.0

0.9 1.1 1.3 1.7 2.1 2.1

2.9 5.4 4.5 1.7 15.3 12.1

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1985

+

22.5 c
11.3

6.1..".
25.0

8.1

2.0

24.8

100.0

I.
..?

'Source: From Industrial Robots: A Del hi For est of Markets and

Technology (p. 51 by D. N. Smith and R. C. Wil on; 1982, Ann Arbor, MI:

Society of Manufacturing Engineers/UniveisW of Ti, igan.
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workforce.

I

reported that Utimation

Vern Estes of General

ot*

Engleburgerldiward in robotics,licknowledges that the huge entry cost in the

robotics businpss will make it difficult

oft

had lai-off 40 percent. of its

ecCric robotic's winner, of the 1983

eki

for many

Some ch as Copperweid, have already drorp

that the bu iness will settle itself into a dual market pattern: (1) large

companies o,survive.

'()'-The au hots believe'

companies sp'h as GMF,

the market leaders in

neral Electric, and Cincinnati-Milacron.will be

neral applicAions; and (.2) there will be a number

of strong companies carving out a niche in specialty applications

exampile., Seiko in precision assembly and Thermwood in paint spraying.
Alb

8Pt regardless

for

of the ,market. lead in, the United. States, the

manufacturing lead is likely to remain in. Japan the U.S.'

manufacturers, eincinnati-Milacron ears

knowI they make,all of the robots they'

Employment

be' the leader. To our

I ,

In/pacts of Robots on

Whole books have been written on this subject. Union have forecast a

I

loss.of membership. Schoo and college administrators have forecast new

career training needs. College professors find a ready market for their

long-term projctions. Trade associations such as the Society of

r-
Manufacturing Engineers hire consultants

Gover,Qment manpower

U.S.. Department of

employment problem.

determine job trends.-
.

specialists, the U.S. Department of lAbor, and the

j
Education hire technical specialists tti analyze, the

In fact, robots have createdsa sizable number 'of' jobs

27
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.for peopl who just write about the impact of robots.
A

_Ths paper will not list all .of the published opinions on the

employment impact of robotics; Instead, We want to present our own

opinions about the impatts that we see as beittE:The most probable. Our

recommendations in the concluding section are based on these opinions.
lk

Robots and automation. Robot's represent the latest development 14in

automation. Automation began with the use of steam power in the late

)''

1700s. Since then; indu trialized countries have steadily learned how to

'make more and more goods and less direct human labor. According

to data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, manufacturing in the
k

United States now accounts for only 25 percent of total employment,

compared Xith 33 percent twenty years ago. Everyone who has lived through

this era has Seen ,the impact of this change -- pockets of severe

unemployment in the traditional industrial. cities. We believe that the use.e

of robots will accelerate tnis trend,/ and we,agree.with the forecasts given

in Tables 8 and 9, which are taken from an extensive study by the Upjohn

Institute for Employment Research.
14.

Assuming the worst case from these tables, we have a maximum of

200,000 jobs displaced Ind 32,000 created. Assuming further ,,that half

200,000 displaced are laid off or,terminaW, we have a net loss of 68,000

jobs by 1990.. In a workforce of 100 million, this is not serious. -- unless

you are one of those who loses a job.

There's the rub. The. job created by robotics,. such as a robot systems

technician position, is not usually 'filled by" the person displaced or laid

off. And though we may talk much about retraining, the at is that the
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Table 88 Predicted Job Displacement in the United'States due to Robotics, by
Application,Sumulative from 1940 to 1990

Application

1980

Empl.

Level

Welding
Assembly
Painting
Machine loading/
unloading
All opetatiVes
and laborers

41,159

175,922

13,556

80,725.

467,846

12-20 988,815

6-11 .9,954448e

Percentage 1980 Percentage 1980

Displaced Empl. Displaced Empl.

(range) . Level (range Level

15-20 . 359,470 3-6

,5-10 1i458,228 1-21'

27-37 92,622 7-12

46

3-7 1,069,540.

' 400,000

1,661,150

106,178

1-2 10,421,894

Percentage
Displaced

(range)

4-7

1-3

9-15

4-8

1-2

Source: Ad4te from uman Resource Implications.of Robotics (p. 78) by H. A,

Hunt and T. L. Hunt, 1983 Kalamazoo, MI: The W.E. U Institute tor

Employment Research.

Table 9. Predicted Direct Job Creation in the United States due to
Robotics0by Occupation, 1990.

Occupation

Engineers
Robotics technicians
Oeher engineering technicans
All other professidhal and technical

workers
Managers, officials, proprietrs
Sales workers
Clerical workers
Skilled craft and related workers
Semi-skilled metalworking operatives,
Assemblers and all other operatives'
Service Workers
Laborers

Total

Employment
Range of Estimate

Low High

4,,636

8 12,284

664

936

1,583'

581

2,908

2,163

2,153

3,763
138

279

9,272

24,568

1,328

1,871

3,166
1,162.

5,817

4,326
4,306

7,P26

276

558

32,008 64,176

Source: From Human Resource Implications of Robotics (p. 139) by H. A.

Hunt and T. L. Hunt, 1983, Kalamazoo, MI: The W.E. Upjohn Institute for

Employment Research.
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laid-off assembler just doesn't have the background or the time to spend

two years in electronics schbol.becomini .robot systems technician. More
.

about that' later.

The 'displaced or laid-off worker will probably be a semiskilled

metal-tiorkink machine operator:. a press operator, diecast operator, spot

welder, etc. Each company will Trobably Attempt to place such a person 44 ,

another job in the plant. But in general, metal-working plants aren't in

growth industries and must. strive .produce more for less labor.

Furthermore, the semiskilled operator probably has a 9th-grade education

and may not be suited to another job.

-.Another typical .displaced worker is the der. This opePator is

highly skilled and is among the higher paid workers in the plant. But arc

welding an ideal robot application, and one robot can do the work of

perhaps three human operators. The company will probably k.eep one operator

\_i")
and let two go. (Even with a robot,,,it is necessary tol ave an experienced

arc welding operator around.)

Union involvement in robots. Union leaders understand the factory

floor and the never-ending need to automate. Douglas iraser, former

President of the United Aut# W6rkers, says:

Our union never opposed the introduction of new
?technology and. automation. That's why we were able to
negotiate high Wages'and rich benefits -- because we're
a ,very, very productive work force. Productivity
increases in tile auto industry far surpassed the
national averagb. You don't want to resist 'new
technology because it creates the larger -economic pie.
You're going to have to accept new technology to keep
pace wiCtlthe Japanese. What the unions have to do is
make cerChin that new technology is introduced In a
civil way so that workers will not be thrown out in tune.
street. (U.S.A. Today, May 11, 1904)
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The'problem with Mr. Fraser's statement is that he Itntions only the

Japanese, whose wages are now about 75 percent of U.S. was and are rising

\
much faster than those in the United States. But what about Korea, China,

and Taiwan? Now will we compete against automated factories in those-,

d'
countries, if the few factory workers average $1.50 an hour? Th s is a

larger question than robotics, but it is related anti makes the impact of
.

robots pale by comparison.

In summary, the unions will accommodate robots in the way they have
-

accommodated automation in. the past :' by taking a realistic view of what

needs to be automated; by accepting the fact that less senior union members

will be displaced; and by negotiating contracts which provide training,
d

severance- pay, and job search assistance for those who are displaced.

Union membership in the traditional industries will' decline, as indeed,it

already has.

The bright side of employment. As we ;471.3 earlier,

going to eliminate all factory jobs, at least not by 1990.

this, 'we cite the employment statistics of the U.S:'s three

automated automobile plants.

Nissan ,(Smyrna, Tennessee):

robots are not

As evidence of

newest and most

220 robots, 2,000 employees.

157 rdbots,. 5,500General Motors (Pontiac, Michigan):
employees at peak production.

General Motors (St. Louis,'Missouri
robots, 5,000,employees.

approximately 150

Despite the robots and lasers, the paint finishis -at the GM -plantar
.1e--

will, according to a GM employee, still be swabbed by hand with ostrich

feathers for smoothness!,
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ROBOTS AND TRAINING

Educators, particularly at two-year colleges, have made investments of

time and money to provide robotics training for their students. According

to the Society of Manufacturing Engineer

of 1 Robotics Education' and

1984-1985 issue of its Directory

ning Institutions, 297 colleges,

universities, and technical institutes now have programs in robotics or
4

closely related tlelds such as automated manufacturing, Seven of these

programs offer doctoral degrees; 46, master's degrees; 71, bachelor'ss

degrees; 183, associate degrees; and 29, no degrees. Of the 297 schools,

242 haVe robot labs.

Assuming that each of the 30, degree programs awards 20 degrees

annually, we will have approximately 38,000 professionals with degrees in

robotics by 1990. Admittedly, this is a rough calculation, but it appears

we may havb,.a,r4otics professional for every robot installed!

Why this? . . Why are there so many programs when there is an

average of fewer than 200 robots in use per state-, and most of these are in

the automotive industry? There are several reasons .g, for about

$5,000, a school can buy an educational robot that offers real value to the

students -- but the biggest reason is the romance surrounding robots. They

are a popular topic., Besides, they are fun! As one professor told us, "I

can't keep' the students out of the robot lab. Students who formerly cut

the labs now stay overtime!'"

In Michigan and the other'automobi e-manufacturing states, there have

re urgent reasons for robotics education programs: the jobs are

here; McComb Community College in Warren, Michigan responding to

the auto, companies' demand, became one of the early leaders in robot

32
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-f;education As'McGomb graduates were hired; other school's (such as Oakland

0

0

under the direction of Ed Knoppa,Iformerly of McComb) opened comprehensive

technology centers, including training in robotics.

Another practical approach was taken by schools such as Chattanooga

State Technical Community College Chattanooga has a' broad .industrial

base; primarily in metal-working and textiles. In 19804 42 percent of the

population were employed in manufacturing jobs, Chattanooga State felt
.

.that it was ,important for local inslUstry to have a source of trained

technical personnel. Programs in robots, along with computer-aided design

(CAD) and.computer numerical control (CNC) were established to help

traditional' local companies take advantage of the newest technology.

)

Elsewheren the South -- in the Carelinas, Florida, and Mississippi

-- there; are similar programs with 'similar motives. These robotics

education programs have been established and funded to promote economic

development, on the theory that companies will build manufacturing. plants

where technical education is available.

Danger Signals for Two:47Year. Colleges

We are .concerned that many two-year colleges are offering narrow

associate degrees in robotics when very few Jobs will be available for

their graduates. Onlythe largest companies will have enough robots to

consider hiring someone whose 'specialty is limited to robot technician

work.' in fact, a high,-ranking official at General Electric, one of'the

largest robot users; told the authors that he would not even interview

someone with such a narrow specialty. Nissan Motors in Tennessee, with

33
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over 200 robots installed in one plant,'does 'not have a job slot 'for a I

0

technician who specializes solely in robots.

We believe that two - year - college' stunts are best served by a broad

education in either electronic or mechanical theory, with robot application.

courses as of their second' -year studies. They should know the theory

and practic of robots, but, even if they never see a robot after college,

they shoul be able to find jobs.

From, its inception; Chattanooga State's robotics program has

..:;been part of a broad course of study on automation systems. This course of

'study involves a thorough education in-basic electronic theory followed by

application studies,, including iobotics, ;programmable controllers,

computer-controlled machine tools, bnd computer-aided' design. A graduate

should know basic electronic theory and should be able to design, install,
a

and maintain all the communication links necessary to form a manufacturing

.system even if no robots are involved.

FoUr-Year Robotics Education

The authors' have had no exlierience organizing robotics education at

the four-year-college level-, but they have visited several univdrsities.

that are involved in robotics. Carnegie Mellon in Pittsburgh has a very

broad robotics research program. Brigham Young in trovo, Utah has an'

excellent manufacturing engineering program which includes robots. Purdue

40

University is installing a total system of manufacturing automation.

Georgia Tech is specializing in automated- material handling.. The

Massachusetts)nstitute ech ogy, the University of Michigan, and the

34
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University of Fl i a have well - established robotics research programs.
wioir.

For a complet listing' of all.colleges and universities offering robotics

training, contact the Society of Manufacturing Engineers in Dearborn,

Michigan.. As noted previously, they publish.an annual directory of schools

offering robotics training.

Recommendations for Robotics Education
6

The recommendations below are based on the authors' experience in

robotics education at the tw9-year technical-college level, plus visits to

many educational institutions at all levels.

Secondary vocational schools. Secondary vocational schools should not

offer robotics training. Instead, they should offer the bapkes in

electronic and mechanical subjects. These bas'ics can then- be the
,/

foundation_for specific robotics training in industry or in a technical
Ov

college.

Specific robotics training at the secondary level 'is unlikely to lead

to robot- related jobs in industry unless a particular local company has
6

sponsored a- training program aneoffered jobs to. the graduates. Nor ill

specific robot training at the secondary lev#1 prepare a student for the

academic requirements ofa technical colle The theory -- of computers,

mechanics, and electronics -- must precede eci c roboqps training.

4

Tiro-year technical colleges with ro tics p rams. The greatest

number of robotics training courses are b#fng offered in two-year technical

colleges. At the last count, 183 colleges offered associate degrees in

robotics -- 123 of them with robot labs (Society of Manufacturing
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Engineers, 1984-1985). Xn addition to the recommendations below, 'these

colleges might wish ,to consult the list which follows, to obtain
A

suggestions about possible program revisions.

1. Dpri'ec:11 your program "Robotics" unless you are being sponsored

by.a robot user who will hire your graduates. Call it something like

"Automation/Systemsr or "Advanced Manufacturing Systems." Robotics is too

narrow. a specialty.

2. Tell your incoming freshmen that they should not plan on jobs

involving only the use of robots. Educators with industrial contacts have,

known this all along. But an 18- or 19-year-old freshman accepts at full

value the "robot revolution" stories which circulate through the media.

Add the use of programmable controllers as part .of the robotics

training. A graduate who understands programmable controllers will, be

valuable to all sorts of industrial companies, even if the company never

uses a robot.

41
4. Send a personalized letter to every company selling robots. Ask

for video, tapes of their products plus any case s6udies they have on

4

applications of their robots. We have found these to be very valuable.
.

)5. Join the Robo cs Intexnational Division of the Society of

Manufacturing Engineers. They have excellent educational Materials.

Offer to establish a summer program for high school and college

teachers in your state. Assuming you are a state-supported school, your

state governing boards should help finance'and organi6 such a program.

7. Invite your state's department of economic develoment to come for

a one-day seminar. It is a source of support, financial and,otherwise. tit la

4
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Twoyear colleges with no robotics programs. The following'

recommendations mighE be considered before starting or revising a robotics

program.

1. By surveying local industry, find out whether a robotics program

is needed in your area. A Ads assessment is the normal Way for two-year

0400ochnipal colleges to determine what to'offer, yet robotics programs have

occasionally (perhaps usually) been started wie,thout needs assessments.

Many educators with whom we have talked feel that their schools will fall

behnShcithout robotics programs.

2. Assuming that a-robotics program is needed in your area,

should you teach? Should the program stand alone or be an option within an

exist* course of study? Should the prbgram focus on electronics or

mechanics? Should it focus on theory or application? What are the

industrial jobs for which your graduates will apply? This last question is

a key one, since you need to know what your graduates should*, be able to

do. If this question is pursued vigorously with local industry, it will

P .

answer many of the other questions.

3. No one set of recommendations can apply to every two-year

ollege. The local area's needs will determine how involved with robotics

the college should become. We see four distinct levels. These are listed

below in ascending order of complexity and funding.

rj
Level 1: a program using video tapes and printed material to
show the theory. and Application of robots. This prograw would
not be listed in the'catalog but would simply be added to an
existing course.

Le 2: all items in Level 1 plus hands-on experience with
edu ional robots., (s9.6- Appendix A for a list of sources of

37
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cJ such robots.) These robots cost from $1,500 to $5,00() and com
with instructors' guides and lab exercises. Our experien
indicates that students learn as much (or more) abotit the

theory of robots from.these machines as from full -size ones.
But they can't learn applications.

#
.

Level 3: all 'of Level 1 and-level 2 plus a fulr-size robot tin

an application cell. If a college is going to acquire only
one robot, we recommend an electric, 5- or 6-axis, jointed-arm
robot. With such a robot, costing $40,000-$50,000, virtually
every kind of application can be taught. This type of robot
was originally designed for arc welding but has been used for
nearly every kind of appliCation except spray painting. They
are rugged , machines requiring ,practically no mechanical
maintenance -- which' is one reason why we see no sense in
training people to specialize in robot maintenance. Wi h
Level 3, you'll need an, electronics technician to tneer ce

the robot with peripheral devices.

Level 4: all of Levels 1, 2, and 3 plus a variety of robots
performing a variety of "talios in conjunction with other
computer-controlled equipment, programmable contrPtrs, and
perhaps a CAD system. This is currently the ultimate in a
computer-integrated manufacturing systemA with a cost running
ionto seven figures. The National Bureau of Standards in

# Washington, DC has such a system. Its, valueofor educational
purposes is that all of the elements of an advanced

manufacturing system can be seen in one location. From a
practical 'standpoint, we recommend that there be one such
installation in each industrial state, and that instructors
from more mkast robotics programs be trained there in summer
workshops. Students and company employees desiring
sophisticated hands-on training could also attend the summer.

.workshops or special courses designed to meet their needs.

4. Regardless of the level'of'NOtics training chosen, we recommend

that students be taught to.integrate robots into systems of production

a

machinery. We believ(A that industry's greatest need from a two-year

college is for students who have the electronics and computer knowledge to

4e

interface the newest production elbipment, incluging robots. We have found

that, students trained in electronics can pick up a lot of the mechanical

elements of robotics on the job, but students trained in mechanics cannot
0

similarly pick up electronic elements. For this reason, at Chattin
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Alb

at te, the robotics program is an option of the

program,.

electronics C, chnology

5. A robot cs education program should include at ,least $3,000

annually per instruc over the, cost of courses for the instructor,

plus travel expenses. Robotics is a fast-changing field. Your instructors

will never finish their own learning professes.

Industrial managers. These recommendations are based on one author's

experience, in appliance manufacturing prior to becoming an educator.

1. Even if your production volume is Low, consider robotics. Single

40
pneumatic robots costing between $10,000 and $20,000 can replace a machine

loader on every shift.. Some robot applications can pay for themselves in

less than nine months.

2. If you feel inadequate in robotics, ask your local technical
40

schodl'for help. They are looking for real-life applications.

3. While robots are simply production machines,.they may represent

threats to your employees' jobs. For your first robot application, pick an

unpleasant..job -- a job that nobody really likes.

4. Involve production employees in the robot feasibility study. If

they understand' the robot application, they will make it work:' If they

went it'to .succeed, you'll have continual problems and will probably

neve, install a second robot.

5. Tf.possible, install the firsts robot during a period of business

expansion solpat you don't lay anyone off. "Employees cannot be expected

to support automationzhtn their jobs are threatened.

6.. Don't order a robot by itself, figuring your own staff will make

C
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it work. guy a.turnkey production cell. Most robot manufAturers offer

this ArviCe or will refer you to the robot systems firm they use to design

the cells. Specify the job or jObs the robot is supposed to do, and only

pay the vendor when the robot is performing themsatisfact6rily. If a

venslor will not agree 'to this arrangement, change vendors.
Alb

Government manpower agencies. These recommendations are based on the

authors' experience with the local Private Industry Council in Chattanooga.

1. Don't be concerned about robots causig large-sCale unemployment.

Robots will be only one of many factors which will cause a drop in the.

percentage of Americans working on the factory floor.

2. Don't attempt to, set up sbort-ierm robotics training unless a

specific company is offering. jobs at_the completion of training. The

demand for roktics people is simply not great enough to justify spending

go /ernment funds,on robotics training.

3. Do be concerned about-entire plants being closed, reloat d

hundreds of miles away, id rebuilt with completely automated production

systems. Some industrial Managers believe that it is more effective to

design an entirely new plant than to automate an old one piecemeal. This

type of decision goes far beyond robots. It may not affect aggregate

national employment figures, but it can cause severe local problems.

4. Don't bet too heavily on the bright promise of "hightech.

retraining" f'or displacepl, workers who have been laid off or discharged. If

`

jobs areiavailable locally In some field- akin to the worker's former job,

then retraining has real possibilities. The training can be short-term,

and many of the skills may be transferable from the old job to the new-

40
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one. But if the person has been in a well-paid but unskilled job (the type

most likely to be displaced by a robot), one to two years of training will

be needed to learn a new, marketable skill paying comparable wages, How

many unskilled workers have the basic educational background to handA

training inthe new technologies of computers, electronics, and robotics?

And even if they do; how many have the money to stop work and pursue
N.(r

expensive trai ng?, 'These are some of the, obstacles to high-tech
41 A..

retraining.

5., Accept the fact that many displaced industrial workers can best be

local service jobs. These jobs don't usually pay as muchtrained to ha

IP
as an industrial job, but they are available, their required knowledge can

be learned in short-term government-sponsored training programs,f and they

are u ually non-cyclical. Examples abound in food service, route sales,
A

e clerking, and similar areas. Because of 'Personnel turnover, these

jobs, freq5p4tly offer opportunities for at least one- or two-stage
-

advancement. Convenience' store clerks frequently become store managers.

ydents:at two-year. technical colleges.4,

1. Don't count on a knowledge of robots to get you a job unless a

company using robots has discussed hiring you. There just aren't enough

robots around.

2. Achieve a basic understanding of electronics and computers. These

are at the heart of all robot applications and will enable you.to get a job
1
even if you never see another robot.

3. If possible, become proficient at Rither robotic arc-welding,

robotic electronic-parts assembly, robot machine-loading, or all three.

41;
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Theb,' when..applying for a job, fl 'nd out what robot applications the company

5
has. Ch ces are the c mpany will be using one of these three applications,

,

and will be interested i you if.yob,are good at what they are doing.

4ki

4
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CONCtUSION

As discussed earlier in,the paper, all of the technical constraints of

robotics are being vigorously attacked by several major: American

manufacturing companies;. among them General Moto s, General Electric,

Westinghouse, and CincinnatiMilacron. In five to ten-years, we shoulA see

significant improvements in the technical capabilities of robots. In

addition, the U.S. Congress is: considering several bills which would offer

incentives for companies to invest in robots. (These bills have not been

analyzed here, because' they are beyond this paper's scope.) If the

industrial economy continues to look prosperous, we may see more robots

installed than have begn forecasted here; if the economy stalls, we may see

less.

'education, we are producing an annual crop of graduates in robotics

who are eager to find jobs and apply their new knowledge. But, as the

prior section has cautioned, it,is important to keep educational services

in balance with industry needs. In some instances, it is'necessary to lead
40

industry by offeringftraining in a field before industry perceives a need

. far/, people so trained. This can help to stimulate industry's interest in

---"1". the field, but the people trained may not be able to find jobs immediately

/.,
in their particular areas of expertise. Robotics maybe a case in point.
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J APPENDIX A

Educational and Hobby Robot Systems

RA Robot Corporation
18301 West 10th Avenue
Suite 310
Golden, CO 80401

TII, Inc.

401 North"Salem Avenue
Arlington Heights, IL 60005 .

I(TecQuipment, Inc.
P.O. Box 1074
Action, MA 01720

(617) 263-1767

'O&M Computi4g, Inc.
P.O. Box 2102
Fargo, ND 58107'

(701) 235-7743

RB5X (mobile)

BRAT Series (fixed)

TQ Smart Arms (fixed)

Armdroid 'Mixed)

f
Microbot, Inc. . Minimover (all fixed)

453-H Ravendale Drive leachmover,

Mountain View, CA '94043 Alpha

(415) 988-8911

Amatrol, Inc.
P.O. Box 2097
Clarksville, IN 47130

(812) 288-8285

Iowa Precision Robotics, Ltd.

908 10th Street
Milford, IA 51351

(712) 338-2047 ,

executive Management Company
2425 East Thomas Road

Suite 8.
Phoenix, AZ -85016

Harvard Associates, Inc.
260 Beacon Street
Somerville, MA 02143

4(617) 492-0660

-Technovate, Inc.

910 SW 12th Avenue
Pompano Beach, FL 33060

(305) 946 -4470

44

Polaris.(alf fixed)
Centari,

Mercury,
Hercules

Marvin (mobile)

ComroTot (mobile)

Turtle Tot (mobile)

Model 5440 (fixed)

(IBM
complete work cel )



Educational and Hobby Robot Systems (Continued)

Feedback, Inc.
620 Springfield Avenue
Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922

(201) 464-5181

Prep, inc.

1007 Whitehead Road Ext..
Trenton, NJ 08638

(609) 882-2668

Hobby Robot Company
P.O. Box -887

Hazelhurst, GA 31539

(912) 375-7821

Lab-Volt Systems
.

P.O. Box 686
Farmingdale, NJ. 07727
(201) 938-2000

Armdraulic (bo h fixed
and mobile)

,tirmover,

Armadilla, 'there

Scorbot ixed).
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HIGkTECHNO4OGX EDUCATION: A PROGRAM OF WORK

The following publications have been developed by the Office for
Research in High Technology Education for the U.S. Depaitment of
Education's Office. of Vocational and Adult Education:

At Home in.the Office:

At Home in the Office: A Guide for/the Home Worker

COMTASK:

Procedures for Conducting a Job Analysis: A Manual for the COMTASK
Database

COMTASKliser's Guide

StateoftheArt Papers:

The Changing Business Environment: Implicotions for Vocational
Curricula

411,

Computer Literacy in Vocational Education:
Directions

Computer Software for Vocational Education:
Bvaluatbon

Perspectives and

Development and

Educating for the Future: The Effects of Some Recent Legislation on
Secondary Vocational Education V .

The Electronic Cottage

High Technology in Rural Settings

(R )Training Adults for New Office and Business Technologies

Robots, Jobs, and Education

Work in a World of High Technology: Probfems and Prospects for
Disadvantaged Workers


